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A graph G of order p 2 3 IS caIled rt-hamiltonian, 0 6 n $ p -. 3, if the removal of any 
m vertiws, 0 nt G n.r s in a hamiltonian graph. A graph G of order p & 3 is defined 
to be n-hamiltonian, -p ( . 1, if there exists -n or fewer pairwise disjoint paths in G 
which co11ectiveIy span G. Various conditions in tevms of n and the degrees of the vertices 
of a graph are shown to be sufficient for the grsph to be n-hamiltonian for all possible 
values of n. rt is ako shown that if G is a graph of order p 2 3 and K(G) 2 flG) + n 
t -+ 4 n 4 p -- 3j, then G is n-hamiltonian. 
A spururir~g sub raph of a graph G is a subgraph of G having the same 
vertex set as 6. A spanning path (spanning cycle) in a graph G is called a 
Iwtniltotliat~ ?I& (harr~l’l~t~ia~ cr&) of 5’. pt. graph possessing a c 
tonian cycle is referred to as a kzu~riltor~icrr~ graph. A graph G of order 
!I 2 3 is called ~Aznliltor~ia~t, 0 G n < p -- 3, if the removal of any nz 
vertices, U G nt G n, results a hamiltsnian graph. The class of ret-hamil- 
tonian graphs was first kit uc.?d in [ I], where several sufficient con- 
ditions for a graph to be rr-hamiltonian were presented. In this paper we 
extend the definition of an n-hamiitonian graph of order p >, 3 to include. 
values of n satisfying -p G 11 G - 1 and determine a number of sufficient 
condlitians for a graph of order p 2 3 to be n-hamiltonian, -p < n G p - 3. 
SW T non-negative values afr-2, the most recent sufficient condition for 
;, <r;aph to be n-hamiltonian is due to Ch tal [ 2 1 . This result is stated in 
or rms of the degree sequence of a graph. nsn-decreasing sequence 
dP of eon-n tegers is the degree seyulerzce of a 
G haling order p if the rtices of G can be labeled I_+. vL 1 . . . . up so t 
As our first theorm indicates, the hypothesis of Chv5tal’s theorem 
can be simplified. 
Theorem A. ff the degwe sequence d, , d2, . . . , dP of a gr@j G sat&&s 
p--Sand 
then G 4 r?-hami&wis,zn. 
Proof. We first note that every vertex of G has degree at least PI + 2; for 
otherwise, there is a vertex u of G such that deg u < 1 +N. Thus d, < I+ m 
5iince n < p -- 2, we have that 1 + H < # IIp + n). Therefore, by hypothesis 
u’ R-P?-- 1 ;S p -- 1. This implies that the set W of all vertices of degree p - 1 
rder at least n + 2. Since degu < I + n < p -.- 1, the vertex u is not 
and w u is adjacent o every vertex in W. But then deg M > PI+ 2, 
hi& prments a contradiction. 
*“c now show that the degree sequence of G satisfies the hypothesis 
f C!tv&at’s theorem. This will impliy that G is n-hamihonian. 
Supposce dk ktm<~(p+m),whtieOgmdn.LetI=k+~z-n, 
rhatl>& ---PI> S,at\itl< k.Then 
Combining these! inequahties we obtain dl < I + n < 1 (p + n). Thus, by 
hypothesis,d* r;l i zt p -- 1. Since I + 11 
that c$,_~__~ a-p- k. 
== k + m and I < k, we conclude 
The following resufts, first obtained in [ 11, are direct coroltaries of 
both ChvAtal’s thearem and Theorem .A. 
Corollary A.1. Let G be a graph of order p 3 3 and let 0 < n g p - 3. 
1) for every j such that n + 1 < j < #(p + n - 1; ) the ritumber of VW- 
of degwe mt excee?ding j is iess than j - n wnd (2) HE number uf 
whines ofdegwe not exceeding 4 (p + n - 1) cr’oes not exceed # tp - n - 1 ), 
en G is n-hami&xziGn. 
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If C a hamiltonian graph, then by definition there is al cycle in G 
which spans G. Altholrgh no such cycle exists in a rtonh;nniltorkn graph 
6; of order p > 3, it is always possible to find k pairwise disjoi;nt paths in 
G, where k does not exceed p, which collectively span G. Thus, in some 
sense, there are k or fewer “gaps” in G with respect to tile property of 
being O-hamihonian. A graph C of order p > 3 will be cr~lled n-hakPo- 
hm. --p < n < -- 1, if there exist --II or fewer pairwise disioint paths in 
G which collcctivcly span (7. Then, for example, the (- $h~miltonian 
g.raphs ale precisely those graphs cuntaining a hamiltonian path. It is 
4ear that for every graph G of order p 2 3, there is a largest integer HZ, 
where --[I < M aQ p - 3, such that G is n-hamiltonian for --p < 11 < tz1. 
We now present an extension of Theorem A to include negative vaiws 
of il. 
Proof. if 0 G n < p - 3, the result follows from Theorem A. Thus we 
may assume that -p Q ~14 - I. Let H be the graph obtained from G by 
ridding -FZ mutually adjacent vertices, each of which is adjacetat to all 
vertices of C. Then N has order p’ = p-- IZ and the degree sequence of H 
sat isfks dI =di--rt,for l~Kp.anddf=p’-l,forp+ f<i<p’.We 
wish to apply ChGtai’s theorem to the degree sequence of H to show 
that H is hamiltonian. 
Suyposed~~k<fp’.Sinced~=p’-1>fp’forp+1GiGp’,we 
r;lust have that 1 4 k +Z p. Thus d; = dk - n and, since $ = ~-IT, we 
have that 
dk --PI< kc&-n), 
so that 
dk < k+n<$(p+n). 
Thus by hypothesis, dp_n_k 2 p - k. Therefore, $_,l_k = ~$__~_k - n 2 
QI -- k) -- ,vl == p’ - k. Replacing p - n -- k with p’ - k we obtain 6$-k 2 
~3’ --. k. Thus we may apply Chv$tal’s theorem to conclude thLjt H is E 
hamiltonian and so contains a hamiltonian cycle. However, this implies 
the existence of -_pz or fewer pairwise disjoint paths in G which collec- 
tively span G. 
Two colrollaries follow immediateiy. 
It is known that Theorem B is best possible for non-negative values of 
n. In order to show that it is best possible for negative values of tt, we 
introduce some additional notation. If H, and H2 are disjoint graphs, 
then II, + H2 denotes the graph for which 
e now show that if tz and I) are integers of opposite parity satisfying 
then there is a graph G ,f order t) such that G is p1- 
hamiitosrian by Theorem B but G is not (n + 1 )-hamiltonian. Let G con- 
sist of -n components, --f~ - i of which are isolated vertices. To dotcr- 
mine the other component, begin with a coyy of 
where K, 9 in general, denotes a compiete graph of order IPZ and Km its 
complement. Now delete a collection of 5 @ + yt + I ) pairwise nonrtdja- 
cent edges. Clearly the reAting graph G is not (n f I)-hamiltonian. It is 
ily verifiett hat k + n & 4 (p + n) if and only if k < 3 (p - P? -- I ) and 
k 1Q 4 (p - n - 3j, the inequality d, > k + n holds. More- 
&--n-l:),wehavedk =k+nandd 
re G is rs-hamiltonian by Theorem B. 
p_rt_k 3 p ..- k. Thee- 
A set of vertices in a graph G is hdepmdent if no two of them are 
cent. The largest number of vertices in SUCK a set is called the (vertex) 
qwzdence number of G and is denoted by /3(G). The connectitlity of 
aph G, denoted K(G), is the minimum number of vertices xhose 
frsm 6 results in a disconnected or trivial graph. Although 
ient conditions for hamihon.iarl graphs have beefy given 
s (and consequently in terms of the number of edges), 
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the following result by (:hv4tal and Erdiis [ 3) is expressed in terms of 
independence number and connectivity. 
Theorem of Chwital and Erdiis. Let G be Q graph of‘order p 2 3. Jj’ 
u(C) 2 P(G), then G is hamiltonian. 
Our final theorem is a generalization of the above theorem to H- 
hamiltonian graphs for all possible value:: of w. 
Proof. lFuppose first that 0 < M < p -- 3. By the theorem of Chv;ital and 
Erdb, G is hamiltonian. Thus we may assume that n > 1 and it suffices 
to &ow that if S is a set of vertices of G such that 1 < /Si G n, then 
G - S is hamiltonian. Clearly, K(G-S) 3 K(G) .-- PI and /3(G-S) < p(G). 
Thus K(G - S) 2 K(G) -- E 2 p(C) 3 @(G--S). Another application of 
the theorem of Chvital and Erd6s yields the desired result. 
Suppose next that --p < n < - 1. Let H be that graph obtained from 
G by adding -n mutua!ly adjacent vertices, each of which is adjacerkt zo . 
all vertices of G. Then K(H) = K(G) + IHI and p(H) = P(G). Therefore 
K(H) = K(G)--N > p(G) = p(H). By the theorem of Zhv;ital and Erdas, 
H cantJins a hamiltonian cycle. This implies the existence oP’ -n or fewer 
pairwisc disjoint paths in G which collectively span G, i.e., G is n-hamil- 
tonian” 
In closing, we remark that the condition K(G) > P(G) +n in Theorem 
C cannot be replaced by 
(J) ~(t?)>@)+n - 1. 
For PI < --- 1, the graph Km + firm__,I+ h , with m > 2, satisfies ( 1) and is 
not rz-hamiltonian. For n = 0 or I, the graph Km+n + &,I+l , with m Z I, 
satkfics ( 1) and is not n-htimiltonian. Finally, for n 2 2, the graph 
K L n_l + h&_n+l + &,g__,+l, with m 2 2n - 2, satisfies {1) and is not 
n-hamiltonian. 
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